September 23, 2020

Comrades:

Greetings:

Here are the membership reports for this week. I have adjusted Legion Goal numbers to reflect the 2021 National Goal. Each District was apportioned a fair number based on actual 2020 memberships as of 9/10/20. The basic formula is:

Posts under 100 increase 1
Posts over 100 increase 2
Posts over 200 increase 3 etc.

District Commanders may adjust numbers in their Posts, but total number for each District must equal or exceed numbers set forth in this report.

The DMS goal is set by National. This year we are credited with 60% of DMS new and renewal memberships.

For God and Country,

Tony L. Betts
810 N. Hebert Ave.
Kaplan, La. 70548
C- 337-652-5072
H- 337-643-7072